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Know MP-130

MP130 is aerial broadcast solution with synthetic speech as the 

core for unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs), aiming to achieve the

 furthest distance and clear voice broadcasting with the minimum 

volume and weight.Thank you for choosing this product, we will 

continue to provide more features through firmware and software 

upgrades.
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APP installation and registration

1、DJI Highlight screen APP installation（Micro SD Inside the card
 apk installation）
Highlight screen installation drawing：
（1）first put the apk file into the usb flash drive or sd card and 
insert it into the corresponding interface to the left of the highlight 
screen.
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（2）open explorer under the highlight screen desktop

（3）Select the appropriate folder in the explorer directory, find 
the apk files, and click install.
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（4）registrate and login (network connection is required for 
registration for the first time)

（5）App download QR code diagram (please open it in 
the browser)
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Usages
Pilot usage

1.Click to let the
 loudspeaker 
follow the 
camera (V2 only)

2.Click to show
 the operation 
interface of the 
loudspeaker, as
shown in the 
picture below

figure1
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1.Set the current head to follow mode, free mode and let 
the head return to center
2.Click to replace the current control head
3.Click and let the loudspeaker follow the camera
4.Show the current Angle of the loudspeaker
5.Click to display the loudspeaker user interface

Usage of CZZN
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Users can set the volume, speed and intonation of the current 
speak. And check the speak records.Users can also use the 
Speech to text function to convert the required speak content into
text upload.

Text speak interface
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Users can copy audio files to the speaker's sd card and play the 
built-in audio files through the interface.

Memory management interface
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Users can record the voice through the interface and upload it to 
the drone to play, and can save, delete and rename the historical 
voice.

Voice playback interface
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